In order to maximize efficiency and effectiveness of UAVs, the Marine Corps must strive to keep its current Short Range (SR) UAV system and must also promote the consolidation of Close Range (CR) and SR UAV systems at the RPV Company of the Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and Intelligence Group.
I.
Development of UAVs in support of the military.
A. UAVs key advantages over manned aircraft are survivability and expendability. B.
The critical factors for the Marine Corps have always been size and lift requirements. C.
In 3anuary 1986, the Navy selected the Pioneer as its Short Range UAV. D.
The 3oint Programming Office was formed to oversee the development of interoperable systems.
If. Pioneer: The Marine Corps UAV
A.
Since 1986 Pioneer has established an outstanding I * performance record. B.
The Pioneer's major drawback is its relatively short endurance time. C.
Pioneer would benefit from an improved communications payload.
III. Hunter: Replacement for the Pioneer?
A. The Hunter has better endurance than the Pioneer.
B.
Hunter requires almost twice the lift as Pioneer.
IV. EXDRONE: The Marine Corps' Close-Range UAV
A. The EXDRONE is a small, simple system. B.
EXDRONE'S drawbacks are light payloads and limited endurance.
V.
How the Marine Corps should organize UAVs 6
A. Fielding EXDRONES at the battalion level could be disastrous. B.
Airspace management would be an overwhelming problem.
VI.
Problem of Manning O A. Secondary MOS's should be given to qualified operators, internal pilots, and mission commanders. B.
The Marine Corps must find a way to access the pool of experienced UAV personnel. C.
Maintenance and supply problems will be extensive if CR UAVs are fielded at battalions. However, due to real world constraints, damaged airframes and termination of production, the Marine Corps' RPV Companies often operate at levels below the specified table of equipment.
Pioneer has limitations; these were ev.ident in Desert prepositioning.
The Marine Corps will field EXDRONE at the K•' companies and at the battalions, with additional assets going to the wartime reserves and maritime prepositioning.
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